The Existential Adventures of Crazy Man and the Dog, Sidestepper

Episode 55: Wherein Crazy Man and the shopping cart, Wheels, spread some shit
When the world seeks greatness through rumor, it settles for reality TV…until the power goes
off.
Crazy Man had actually thought about this at one time but he was sure that he’d been distracted
by a commercial on the television that he might have. At the moment, he was wondering why no
one had called him a bastard for a while now. He remembered how everyone called both him and
the dog, Sidestepper, bastards everywhere they went. He missed the dog, but he didn’t miss being called a bastard. At least, not much.
“You’re a bastard,” said an ancient manure spreader deteriorating in a field by the path of adventure and new meanings.
Good god…a talking shit spreader.
Crazy Man and the shopping cart, Wheels, stopped and stared and wondered. Until now,
they’d never heard of a shit spreader before, but here it was, all wood and wheels and shit
grinder. Never before had either of them seen a mechanism so obviously designed to spread shit.
“You called me a bastard,” said Crazy Man.
“Yes,” said the shit spreader. “And the shopping cart’s a bastard as well.”
The shopping cart, Wheels, reared on its coaster wheels, made grisly engine sounds and
charged at the shit spreader. For about three feet. Its tiny coaster wheels immediately bogged

themselves in the old wheat and burrs and bogs of overgrown farmland and the shopping cart,
Wheels, howled at the indignity of being called a bastard by a shit spreader.
This entire incident happened so fast that it’s possible it never happened at all, or happened so
fast that it un-happened at the same time it happened. Or maybe it was just a micro-moment of
thoughts and prayers happening so fast they were already old Christmas cards before they were
delivered.
Something like that.
Crazy Man flopped toward the shopping cart, Wheels, in his floppy big red boots (which terrified him) and pulled it out of the wild flora muck with a pluck, pluck, pluck, pluck as he plucked
each coaster wheel out of the old farm field guck. He wondered if the shit spreader had spread
shit where he was standing. He tried not to wonder about this.
“It’s OK,” he said to the shopping cart, Wheels. “It’s all just part of the journey.”
This made no sense to the shopping cart, Wheels, that just wanted to ram the shit spreader until
it was nothing but scattered wood and metal spread over the ground. “That shit spreader just
called me a bastard! That’s one thing I’ve never allowed.”
“At least it didn’t call you a tie rod,” said Crazy Man.
This confused the shopping cart, Wheels, so much that it calmed down enough that Crazy Man
could take his hands off the shopping cart, Wheels’, handle bars without it attacking the shit
spreader.
“I’m sorry if I insulted your friend,” said the shit spreader to Crazy Man. “It’s in my nature to
spread shit.” It was like the shit spreader’s words were tossed out in pouches of regret. “But no
shit, I like you two.”
The three stood blank-eyed for 3.489 seconds before bursting into laughter. Crazy Man flipped
upside down and laughed on his head. The shit spreader made spitting noises while the shopping
cart, Wheels, spun its coaster wheels.
“That was a good one,” said the shopping cart, Wheels. “No shit!”
They roared.
This went on for hours of good humor and until Crazy Man’s neck almost fell off…and him
without duck tape. He tumbled down and sprung up and said, “You wouldn’t happen to have a
map to food, would you?”
“No,” said the shit spreader, “and you’re a you-know-what.”
More (but less enthused) roaring ensued.
Eyeing the shit spreader’s dilapidated exterior with a sympathetic eye, Crazy Man said, “It
looks like you don’t get to spread shit much these days.”
“No,” said the shit spreader. “Used to spread shit all over this place back in the day. But then
they found better ways to spread shit. They don’t even grind it anymore…they just spread it. And
they never check to see where the shit came from…they just…”
Sensing a sob story coming on, Crazy Man fell asleep while the shopping cart, Wheels, listened raptly and wished that it’s metal frame could haul shit..real shit for a change…through the
malls.
Sometime in the near or distant future (who’s counting?) (well stop it), the shit spreader came
to the end of its sob story.

“So, you see,” said the shit spreader, “the whole world’s full of shit. They don’t need me to
spread it anymore.”
At which moment, Crazy Man woke up and applauded the shit spreader, saying, “You’re right!
I couldn’t agree more.” Even though he had no idea what he couldn’t agree more with. But that
didn’t stop him from bouncing his head across this shoulders to show his agreeing-ness.
The shopping cart, Wheels, was ecstatic and bouncing on its coasters hard enough to make the
ground say, “Ouch!” (Well, not really. Who ever heard of talking ground.) The shit spreader’s
story was still ringing through it’s frame and it was overwhelmed with joy at Crazy Man’s
agreement with the shit spreader.
As for the shit spreader, “It’s been great talking shit with you fine folk, but I’d like to get back
to my shitty dreams while the rest of the world goes to shit. Maybe again sometime.”
And then…something strange happened. Feel free to gasp. I did. All three in unison said, “No
shit!”
And man and shopping cart continued down the path of adventure and new meanings telling
shit jokes that would…well…what’s said on the path stays on the path.

To be continued…
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